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DOWNTOWN & SUBAREA PLANNING
RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Communities are often characterized
by smaller subareas that each has its
own identity, history, assets, issues,
opportunities, and stakeholders. A
downtown is a particular subarea known
for its distinct attributes that contribute
to the identity of the overall community.
My project experience includes a variety
of downtown and subarea plans that
generally share the same objective:
improve the physical, social, economic,
and recreational connections and
opportunities offered by the subarea to
the overall community.

DOWNTOWN PLANS & DESIGN STANDARDS
Canton Downtown Streetscape Master Plan | CANTON, IL
Fox River Grove Downtown Redevelopment Plan | FOX RIVER GROVE, IL
Highwood Downtown Project Guidebook | HIGHWOOD, IL
Lake Zurich Downtown Redevelopment Strategy Plan | LAKE ZURICH, IL
Loveland Downtown Design Standards Update | LOVELAND, CO l
Northbrook Downtown Area Plan | NORTHBROOK, IL
Thornton Downtown Plan | THORNTON, IL
Western Springs Downtown Plan | WESTERN SPRINGS, IL
SUBAREA PLANS
Central Main Street Redevelopment Plan | WEST CHICAGO, IL
Fox River Corridor Plan | KENDALL COUNTY, IL
Industrial Lane Redevelopment Plan | WHEELING, IL
Lake Villa Redevelopment Strategy | LAKE VILLA, IL
Sugar Grove Main Street Plan | SUGAR GROVE, IL
Tolentine Estates Architectural Pattern Book | OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL

In addition to the projects listed to the
right, I have completed several other
subarea plans as part of a larger project,
such as a comprehensive plan or transit
oriented development (TOD) study.
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NOTE: Unless noted otherwise, all projects were completed by Todd Vanadilok while with his previous
employer, Teska Associates, Inc. All graphics and text shown below were created and written by
Todd. Projects completed by Egret+Ox Planning, LLC are denoted with a blue tag (l).
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SHARED STREET CONCEPT

Typically built as a single landscaped street corridor
shared by all people and transportation modes, the
“shared street” concept enables pedestrian activity to
flow onto the street. A shared street should generally
be applied to a street that carries moderately low traffic
to1ensure
movementSummary
of vehicular traffic is not impeded
| Executive
in the downtown area. Common features of a shared
street include the following:

Assess the potential to enhance certain downtown
streets using the “shared street” concept to
accommodate cars, pedestrians, and bicycles.

The shared street concept should be explored for Webster Avenue and Clay Avenue on the east side of the railroad, as well as
North Avenue on the west side. Creating a shared street along
Webster Avenue and Clay Avenues helps connect pedesrians and
bicyclists from the McClory Path westward to the core downtown
area. They also offer the potential to help activate the far eastern
edge of the downtown area, particularly along Lake View Avenue.
On the west side of the tracks, creating a shared street concept
along North Avenue would have the benefit of traversing past
Everts Park and opening up a view corridor eastward towards the
Metra station (see page 80 for a concept design for this area)..
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special events

River Street in Batavia, Illinois, is a local example of a shared street
(clockwise, from top left): the street closes for special events; bicyclists
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5: Design Guidelines
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Provide signage that is scaled appropriately to
the site and building, ensuring compatibility and
design at a pedestrian scale while still maintaining
adequate visibility for motorists.
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level
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Continue supporting the banner program on light
poles to promote local businesses and community
activities; banners can be a supplemental element
of a wayfinding signage program (SEE #13).

47

Utilize awnings to add a supplemental design
element to signs and provide shade relief for
window displays (and covered areas for pedestrians
during inclement weather).
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the Village (SEE THE PUBLIC STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS PLAN IN SECTION 4
standards
or obtains Village-approved
FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS).
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Provide monument pier signage at key l
around downtown to serve as gateway fe
indicate to visitors that they are in a specia
(SEE THE PUBLIC STREETSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS
SECTION 4 FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS).
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